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Portable Raw File Copier Pro (PAFRC) is a multi-functional yet easy to use tool that allows you to
freely copy and backup all types of raw file, including the password
protected.paf,.rar,.zip,.rarv,.7z,.tar,.tar.gz and other. Easy to use, PAFRC greatly reduces the time
you spend on copying and backup of data. PAFRC supports both Win and DOS environments. PAFRC
runs quickly and is highly efficient. This program is free and you can download it from link. PAFRC is
also a portable executable, which allows you to copy or install this software in any removable drive.
This allows you to copy PAFRC to a network location, and then run it from any of the computers. In
addition, PAFRC stores it database in a portable database file. This makes PAFRC ideal for daily use,
as you can easily copy and backup your data from any computer. Features: - Copy most RAW files
including password protected. - Supports copying both files and folders including both file system
partitions or network shares. - Backup and clone RAW files without any restrictions, including file
sizes. - Supports all types of RAW files including: RAR, ZIP, RARv, TAR, 7z, Tar, TAR.GZ, PAF, AVI, etc.
- Provides a convenient interface for fast and easy batch copy of RAW files. - Supports hot-key to
easily select files to be copied. - Supports both DOS and Windows environments. - Runs quickly and
is highly efficient. - Works in background to continue the operation. - Supports both 64-bit and 32-bit
Windows operating systems. - Supports simple drag and drop operations to transfer data. - Stores
database data in a portable database file. - Can copy the database data to other drives and
networks, including USB flash or memory card. - Back up your data on multiple computers. -
Supports configurable advanced filters. - Supports configurable hot-key for easy navigation. -
Supports easy to use graphical user interface (GUI). - Supports all screen resolutions. - Supports both
English and Chinese languages. - Supports both Windows XP and Windows 7 operating systems. -
Includes full source code and documentation. - Has no active DRM support. - 100% tested and free.
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? Copy files to other locations? ? Filter the files to be copied? ? Optional running? ? Run in the
background? ? Copy only those files that match the file extensions? It does not matter what kind of
file it is, Portable Raw File Copier Pro is able to copy it! The application can be used to clone
practically any type of file. It even supports various audio, video, image, and MS Word files. ? Copy
files and folders of the same structure? Cleaning up your folders is not just a means of creating
space for new data. The application is able to carry out the necessary operations without having to
run any module or module driver. All you need to do is just run Portable Raw File Copier Pro,
specifying the destination folder, and the program will take care of the rest. All the operations are
automatically automated, so you will never have to write a single line of code. ? Optional password
protection? In the free versions, you can change the files' passwords, but it is not possible to add
exceptions to the program's list. As for the paid versions, you can add different types of exclusions,
enabling you to bypass the system's protection. In addition, you can also restrict the application to
only view-only the files. ? Running in the background? You will never have to keep your computer
running in order to clone files, because Portable Raw File Copier Pro can be run in the background.
When it is minimized, the application will remain running, reading the files and copying them. As
soon as you finish making changes, the operation will be completed, and the program will reopen. Of
course, you can bring it back again by simply clicking on the icon. ? Backup files and folders?
Portable Raw File Copier Pro is a convenient and efficient way of backing up your files and folders.
You can just drag and drop the files or folders you want to backup, select the destination folder, and
the program will take care of the rest. You will have a complete backup of the original folder, which
can be retrieved by simply clicking on the application's icon. In addition to this, you can add
recursiveness for the backup operation, which will make the program clone folders. ? Filters? In order
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to prevent the application from copying other files, you can add their extensions to the whitelist.
Also, you can filter out the files that do not match this whitelist. It is also 3a67dffeec
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Raw files can be accessed through a very simple utility. The software offers a clear interface which
makes it easy for the users to move through the available options. Download Notes: Full version is a
free and standalone application. It is available for download at: www.rawfilecopy.com. Changes:
v1.0: Initial version v1.1: Added Windows 7 and improved performance (thanks OSS-MM) v1.2:
Improved performance by using 2 threads, added extra checks before copying. v1.2.1: Fixed bug on
file overwrite (thanks Mark) v1.3: Fixed crash problem during extraction (thanks ganbatista) v1.4:
Added "Auto list available formats" option. (thanks ganbatista) v1.4.1: Increased Max CRC size to
0xFFFFF (thanks W_D_C) v1.5: Added clipboard support to exit process v1.5.2: Fixed bug where
shortcut icons are corrupted v1.5.3: Fixed some minor issues (thanks Halostable) v1.5.4: Fixed bug
that makes "Quicklist" option fails to work (thanks Halostable) v1.5.5: Fixed bug that causes quitting
on Ctrl+Q. v1.5.6: Changed TempPath to UseTempDir v1.5.7: Fixed bug that causes quitting on
Ctrl+Z in Win95/98/ME (thanks Eicke) v1.5.8: Added FixBugInScript.bat (thanks Halostable) v1.6:
Fixed bug that causes launching of "SysInfo.bat" v1.6.1: Adjusted DllMain's return value for 64-bit
processes (thanks OSS-MM) v1.6.2: Changed back the way in which the program creates shortcuts.
v1.6.3: Fixed bug that prevents using "Open With" with shortcuts. v1.6.4: Implemented an "Open
With" option. v1.6.5: Fixed bug that causes quitting on Ctrl+Z in Win95/98/ME (thanks Halostable)
v1.6.6: Fixed bug that causes quitting on Ctrl+Q in Win95/98/ME (thanks Halostable) v1.

What's New In Portable NoVirusThanks Raw File Copier Pro?

Clone files which are controlled by passwords or some other security protection measures. Raw file
copying, without the need for any specialized software or driver. The cloning takes place directly
from the disk object without any disk-based driver. No Kernel-Mode Code is required. What is new in
this release: Advanced raw file copying now without any memory or system dependencies. This
version can clone any file type that uses the cluster-based file system, such as EXE, DLL, OCX, etc.
Additional Whitelist extensions. Overall, Portable Raw File Copier Pro is a good, basic application that
makes it easy to clone files that cannot normally be processed. Portable Raw File Copier Pro was
reviewed by Elli, on 13/06/2015 1:12 amimport hasOwnProp from '../utils/has-own-prop'; var aliases
= {}; export function addAlias(alias) { if (typeof alias ==='string') { aliases[alias] = true; } else {
aliases[alias.toLowerCase()] = true; } } export function removeAlias(alias) { if (aliases[alias]) {
delete aliases[alias]; } } export function removeAllAliases() {
Object.keys(aliases).forEach(removeAlias); } export function hasAlias(key) { return aliases[key]; }
export function normalizeStringifyOptions(opts) { if (!opts) { return defaults; } if (opts.encoder!==
null && opts.encoder!== undefined && typeof opts.encoder!== 'function') { throw new
TypeError('Encoder has to be a function.'); } var charset = opts.charset || defaults.charset; if (typeof
opts.charset!== 'undefined' && opts.charset!== '
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System Requirements:

Supported System Requirements: Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo
(1.8GHz) or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Video: Intel HD 3000 (846G chipset) DirectX: 9.0 Hard
Drive: 5 GB available space Additional Notes: A minimum system configuration
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